BPG0100

FIASCO

10-SECOND PITCH: A freshly redesigned, boxed edition of the classic game of
powerful ambition and poor impulse control

What’s in the Box?

BULLY

PULPIT

FIASCO is an award-winning story-telling game
inspired by cinematic tales of small-time capers
gone disastrously wrong. You’ll tell a story about
ordinary people with powerful ambition and poor
impulse control! Lives and reputations will be lost,
painful wisdom will be gained, and if you are
really lucky, you just might end up back where you
started. You probably won’t be lucky.
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This new edition of Fiasco incorporates everything
we’ve learned about stupid disasters, poorly-timed
plans, and precious things on fire into a new,
accessible format that is very beginner-friendly.
Everything you need to get started is in the box!
3-5 players, ~2 hours, Ages 14+
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Playsets included: Dragon Slayers,
Poppleton Mall, and Tales from Suburbia.
ROLE-PLAYING GAME

TARGET MARKET

SELLING POINTS

MSRP: $30.00

 Gamers looking for fast, reliable,



The Fiasco that gamers know and love, but
faster and easier to play





A wonderful point of entry for RPG-curious
board gamers



Card-based play means you can “tune”
playsets to create outrageous hybrids



Includes new material and refinement
based on ten years of global play



Designed by award-winning creator Jason
Morningstar



Includes 3 replayable settings with
additional playset decks available as
expansions

Format: Boxed game (including a
rules booklet, Engine card deck, 3
playset decks, a folding game board,
and 5 player reference cards)
Product ID: BPG100



darkly comic one-shot experiences.
Gamers interested in narrative
board games or simple, structured
RPGs.
Fans of Fiasco and other games
from Bully Pulpit Games.

UP-SELLS & CROSS-SELLS
Estimated Release: June 2020

Fiasco Classic (BPG005)
Fiasco Companion (BPG006)
Fiasco Playset Expansion Packs
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